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Abstract
This paper presents general equilibrium term structure models under
a non-expected lntertemporal utdity funchon, in which two disparate

preference elements - lntertemporal subshtuhon and risk aversion are disentangled. One major finding is that in a nsk averse produchon
economy, bond prices are independent of intertemporal substitution
and thus separating the two preference components becomes totally
irrelevant. The models produce several other results that are contrasted
with those found in the exlstmg literature.

1. Introduction
Using a non-expected recursive utility function, this paper
studies the term structure of real interest rates in three-date
general equilibria. In particular, the paper revisits the issues
addressed in Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross [CIR, henceforth] (1981)
who have contributed significantly to the term structure
literature by re-examining several traditional hypotheses m the
modern perspective. The mam porhon of their paper explores the
conditions under which each hypothesis holds in continuous* I thank Andrew Abel, Dosoung Cho~.Yoon Dokko. Richard IClhlstrom. John
Parsons. Krishna Ramaswarny. Gwendolyn Webb. three anonymous referees
for comments and suggestions on an earlier draft of this paper Research
support from the Institute of Management Research at College of Business
Administration of Seoul Natlonal University is gratefully acknowledged
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time general equilibria One feature of CIR's (1981) model 1s the
use of time-additive power expected utility for the specification of
agents' preferences. As noted by others (e.g., Lucas (1978)),this
utility function cannot distinguish between two disparate
attitudes of economic agents towards riskiness and temporal
unevenness of their consumption profiles For example, when
the power function is chosen for one-period utility, the elasticity
of intertemporal substitution is necessarily constrained to be the
inverse of the risk aversion coefficient. This implies that some
results in CIR's study may well be affected by this constraint
inherent in agents' preferences.
The maln purpose of this paper is to explore implicahons of
separating intertemporal substitution and risk aversion for
studying the term structure of interest rates. To do so, I present
three-date term structure models usmg the non-expected utility
functlon developed by Epstein and Zin (1989) [EZ utility,
henceforth], in which the two preference components are
specified mdependently. Duffie and Epstein (1992) have used a
continuous-time version of EZ utility to s t u d y t h e term
structure. By denvlng closed-form solutions for interest rates in
the case of unit elasticity of substitution, they generalize the
formula presented in CIR's 1985 paper. By comparison, this
article, without constraining the elasticity of substitution to
umty, is concerned with the substance contaned m CIR's 1981
paper. Related work also i n c l u d e s LeRoy ( 1 9 8 2 , 1983).
Woodward ( 1983). Benninga a n d Protopapadakis (1986),
Campbell (1986), Gilles and LeRoy (1986). and Sun (1992).
The setup of the model presented below follows Cho (1998)
who also uses EZ utillty to study the connection between the
expectations hypothesis of t h e t e r m s t r u c t u r e a n d risk
neutrality. The difference is that models in this paper make
distributional assumptions on the process output produced m
the economy. This allows u s to produce several additional
results by parameterizing all the state variables.
Major fmdlngs of thls paper are a s follows: (i) In a nsk averse
pure exchange economy, increasing aversion to intertemporal
substitution magnifies (reduces) the s u e of term premia if the
mean (variance) effect 1s dominant. (ii) In a risk averse
production economy where llnear productivity shocks are
assumed to be Identically lognormally distributed, bond pnces
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do n o t depend o n intertemporal s u b s t i t u t i o n , a n d t h u s
disentangling the two preference components becomes totally
irrelevant. Hence, there is no advantage of usmg EZ utility over
time-additlve expected ublity in this case. (iii) What CIR (1981)
call the return-to-maturity expectations hypothesis can be
sustained in a rational expectahons equilibnum, if consumption
is perfectly negatively autocorrelated. While this result appears
contrary to CIR's (1981) conclusion t h a t only t h e local
expectations hypothesis is sustainable in equilibrium, the two
seemingly contradicting results stem from the difference in
assumptions on the stochastic process of state variables.
Meanwhile, unlike CIR's (1981) continuous-time model, the
model (in the risk averse production economy) does not require
loganthmic utility for the local expectations hypothesis to hold
u n d e r local certainty. (iv) Contrary to Campbell's (1986)
predichon, the size of term premia does not necessarily increase
with risk aversion or uncertainty i n both exchange a n d
production economies.
The remainder of this article proceeds a s follows: Section 2
presents notation and definitions to be used later. Section 3
presents a term structure model in a pure exchange economy
where output growth rates over bme are identically lognormally
distnbuted. In section 4, the model is considered in a n economy
where linear technology shocks over time a r e identically
lognormally distnbuted. Section 5 summarizes and concludes
the aficle

2. Definitions of Term Premial)
Let ,r,, denote the n-period annual real (gross) interest rate
prevalmg at time t. Suppose that at time 0 , an investor plans to
hold bonds for one penod. If the investor invests in one-period
bonds, the (gross) return on these bonds will be ,r, for sure. If
he buys two-period pure discount bonds to be sold at time 1 , the
where
denotes the
return on this strategy will be 06j/lf-2,
future one-period spot rate and is uncertain a t time 0. The
--

-

1) Defmhons below are given m three-date context While the results m this
paper can be extended beyond three dates w t h little dfificulty. all the basic
~nslghtsare captured m this simple model
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expected excess return on this strategy is q0r$/1F2] - ,rl.
Suppose that the investment horizon is two periods. If the
investor buys one-penod bonds successively, the holding period
return will be ,r1 E[172].Despite his liquidity preference, the
investor may hold two-period bonds rather than rolllng over onepenod bonds. This will yield a sure return of ,6, and thus the
expected excess return on this strategy is ,r$ - ,r1 E[,f2].
These expected excess returns are referred to a s the holdlng
period premium [the HP, henceforth] and the rolling premium
[the RP, henceforth], respectively (see Campbell (1986)):

The sign of these term premia wll form a basis for the theory
of the term structure of interest rates. In particular, if the HP is
zero, what CIR (1981) call the local expectations hypothesis
holds. If the R P is zero, what they call the return-to-maturity
expectations hypothesis i s ~ a l i d . ~If , t~h e] R P is positive
(negative), the liquidity preference (aversion) hypothesis will
hold. I examine below the sign and magnitude of these term
premia i n general equilibria where t h e interest r a t e s are
endogenously determined a s functions of various state variables
Two types of economy are considered: a pure exchange economy
where consumption goods are perishable, and a production
economy where capital is accumulated to produce future output.

3. A Pure Exchange Economy
Consider a three-date (t = 0,1,2) pure exchange economy in
which non-storable consumption goods produced by capital are
exogenous and stochastic (see Lucas (1978)). Suppose that the
2) In the three-date case, what CIR call the unbiased expectabon hypothesis
will also hold If the RP is zero
3) By Jensen's inequahty, if the RP is posihve, the HP must be positive If the
HP L negabve, the RP must be negabve (see Woodward (1983) for further
details) Moreover, a posltive (negative) RP implies that one-penod forward
rate is greater (less) than the expected future spot rate, and thus the
hquldity preference (aversion)hypothes~swll hold
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amount of output over hme follows a geometric random walk of
the form:
Qt+l

=

yt for t = 0.1,

(3)

where y , is the output at time t, and g,, is the (gross) output
growth rate from time t to t + 1. gt+, is u n c e r h n at time t but
will be known at t + 1
A representative consumer in this economy maximizes the
following quanbty:

where

c, and Ut are, respecbvely, consumption and utility at hme t ( t
= 0,1), S is the discount factor. E, is the expectation operator
y f 1) and p (0
condibonal on all information up to time t. y (0 I
< p # 1) a r e risk averslon coefficient a n d intertemporal

s u b s t i t u t i o n p a r a m e t e r , respectively ( t h e elasticity of
substitution is l / p ) This objective function is the three-date
version of EZ utility, which is a parametnc representation of

Kreps and Porteus (1978) non-expected recursive preferences. It
is a CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) aggregator of
current consumphon and certainty equlvalent of future uhlity,
denoted by u,. Henceforth, the hat ( - ) notation is used to
Indicate the certainty equlvalent of any random variable, and ~t
is computed in the same manner a s in equation (5).where the
larger the risk averslon coefficient is, the smaller the certainty
equivalent is. Note t h a t c, is a random variable a t time 0
because it is a function of a conditional expectation formed at
time 1. EZ utility 1s characterized by a multl-period
generalizabon of the time-additive power expected utility m the
s e n s e t h a t it identifies r i s k aversion a n d intertemporal
substitution independently (see Epstein and Zin (1989) for
specific details).
Under the utility funcbon in (4), the value funchon at time 0,
V,, may be written as.
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where

a n d the asterisk (*) notation i s used to indicate optimal
solutions. Since no savlngs are allowed in this economy, the
following must hold in equilibrium
c ; = y , for t = 0 , 1 , 2

(8)

In this economy, the pnce of a n n-penod zero-coupon bond in
period t, A+,,which will pay one unit of consumption good in n
penods, is determined a s follows:

where ,r,, is a s defined earlier, and MRS:" is the marginal rate
of substitution of consumphon between t + n and t The asterisk
(*) notation now indicates that all the values are evaluated in
equilibrium. After computing the value functlon at each time,
Cho (1998) derives the follourlng bond pnce formulas based on
equation (9):

-

0, g1 and 0, = [ l + 6 gi-p]l/(l-p). Note that O1 is a
where cpl
random variable at time 0 since it is a function of a conditional
expectation g2. By the inverse relationship between bond prices
and interest rates, ,r1 =
,r2 = (O&)-1/2, and ,F2 = (,&)-'
With p equal to y, equabons in (10)-(12),will be reduced to the
familiar bond price formulas under time-additive power expected
utility (see equation (4) of Sun (1992)).
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3.1. Local Certainty and the Local Expectations Hypothesis

In continuous time, CIR (1981) shows that in a risk averse
exchange economy, the local expectations hypothesis holds (the
HP a s defined in (1) is zero) if consumption is locally certain.
This result can be venfied in the discrete-time model here (also
see Gilles and LeRoy (1986) for discrete-time expositions). In
equations (10)-(12), with uncertainty in the immediate future
resolved, g l , g2, a n d 0,become non-random variables. A
computation taking thls into account will show that the HP is
zero. Note t h a t although the next perlod's consumption is
certain, the future bond price is st111 stochastic (m equabon (12),
g2 is random).
3.2. Identical Distributions and Term Premia

In order to gain insights mto the sign and magnitude of the
premia under nsk aversion, let u s assume that 9, and Q2 are
identically distributed but not necessarily independent. By this
assumption, neither g2 nor 0,in equations (10)-(12)is a random
~ a r i a b l e ,so
~ )that each term can be taken out of the expectation
operator, Eo. Note that Gl is now written as O1 gl. As a result,
the pncing formulas in equations (10) and (11) are reduced as
follows:

Note t h a t a s tlme 2 i s the terminal date in this model,
equation (12) is not affected by the identical distribution
assumption. Using (13), (14), and (12) d l show that under risk
neutrality (y = O), both the HP and the RP are uniformly zero and
thus the expectations hypothesis holds. However, smce g2 in (12)
1s no longer a random variable at time 0 by assumption, these
results are trivial in the sense that the future lnterest rate is
4) Whlle g2 and 0,are respechvely an expectahon and ~ t funchon
s
cond~honal
on the informahon at t ~ m e1, they are known at hme 0 due to the identical

distnbut~onassumphon
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degenerate. Note that this is true regardless of the degree of p.
Now let u s assume that at time t. the (gross) growth rate B,, is
lognormally distributed:

-

ln it+,~ ( m
a2)
, for t

= 0,l.

(15)

Assume further t h a t g, a n d g2 a r e jointly lognormally
distributed. Then. by the joint lognormality assumption, the last
component of ,d, in (14) may be written as:5)

where 4 denotes the autocorrelation coefficient between the two
successive growth rates. To obtam the second equality, the law
of iterated expectations i s used. Applying the well-known
lognormality proper@) to equations (12)-(14),and (16) yields the
following closed-form formulas for the interest rates:

where g, = exp[m + 1 / 2 8 ] , for t = 1,2. Equations (17)~)
and (18)
show that increasing risk aversion (higher 9 will lower the oneperiod interest rate, but not necessarily the two-period rate. The
two-period rate will decrease with risk aversion unless the
autocorrelation of consumption is sufficiently negative. This
follows from the fact that the effect of risk aversion on the price
of the two-period bond is partly determined by its value a s a
hedging mstrument. The hedging argument will be introduced
5) If random variables X and Yare jointly lognormally d~stnbuted,then 4 X Yl
= E1X] EIYl exp[Cov(lnx,lnY)1
6) If X is a lognormal random variable. qXCJ = exp[mlnXJ + 1 /2&ar[lnXJ]
7) Kandel and Stambaugh (1991) also obtains this one-period interest rate
formula
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later in this section. It is noted that this result is consistent with
t h a t predicted by the continuous-time model of Duffie and
Epstein (1992).
Bond prices are positively related to the discount factor, 6 and
negatively related to the mean growth rate, m since increasing
6(m)will raise (lower) the expected marginal rate of substitution.
Hence interest rates are negatively related to 6 and positively
related to m Reflecting the demand for precautionary savings,
increased variance (a mean-preserving spread) will push up the
bond price and thus lowers interest rates (see Sun (1992) also).
Equations (17) and (19) indicate that one-period bond prices in
this economy follow a martingale slnce &[,&I
= odl.As a result.
the yield curve is upward-sloping (flat, downward-sloping) if and
only if the sign of the HP is posihve (zero, negative).') Note that
in this case, one-period interest rates will follow a submartingale
since &[1721 > orl.
A computation based on (17)-(20)will produce the following
expressions for the HP and the RP, respechvely:

The last component of each formula Indicates that under risk
aversion (y > 0) and uncertainty (o> O), the sign of each
premium depends critically on how the consumption growth
r a t e s a r e serially correlated. As for t h e sign of t h e H P ,
explanations are a s follows: If the growth rates are positively
(negatively) correlated, the two-period bond is a good (bad) hedge
against time 1 consumption uncertainty. That is, at time 1, the
two-period bond price mll be low when the consumption level is
high and will be high when the consumption level is low.
Therefore the two-period bond must be sold a t a premium
(discount) and t h u s its return is low (high) (see Woodward
(1983). Benninga and Protopapadakis (1986). and Sun (1992)).
The RP is negative unless future growth rates are perfectly
negatively autocorrelated (-1 c $ I 1). In this case, the future
8) Due to the marhngale properly, the HP can be written as follows
HP = ~ t ~ r $ / , 7or1
~ 1=- or$ ql%l= or$ odl - or1 = O ~ I(0s- o e )
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s h o r t - t e r m bond is a n imperfect hedge a g a i n s t f u t u r e
consumption risk and thus the investor d l be reluctant to take
the risky roll-over strategy without being properly compensated.
As a result, the liquidity aversion hypothesis (see Stiglitz (1970))
holds although the model does not incorporate the liquidity nsk
formally. When I#J = -1, the RP is zero and thus the return-tomaturity expectations hypothesis is valid, indicating that the
short-term bond is a perfect hedge against consumption risk
and so no premium is required on the risky roll-over strategy
Note that the traditional liquidity preference hypothesis is never
upheld i n t h e present model unless t h e liquidity risk is
formulated. This result makes sense in view of the fact that
under risk aversion, the expected return on a risky investment
strategy should be greater than that on a safe strategy.
The case where the RP is zero may serve a s a counter example
to CIR's (1981) conclusion that among various versions of the
expectations hypothesis, only the local expectations hypothesis
are sustainable in equilibrium. These seemingly contradicting
results stem from different assumptions on the stochastic
process of state variable(s). While the present model allows two
successive growth rates to be autocorrelated with each other,
CIR's model does not. Their model assumes a Wiener process for
state variables, the key property of which is serial independence.
Hence, CIR's model may be considered as a special case of the
model here and their result is not mconsistent with the above
result. Indeed, when the growth rates are serially uncorrelated (I#J
= 0).the return-to-maturity expectations hypothesis is not
compatible with equilibrium here, either
As for non-zero premia, their magnitudes (the absolute values)
are affected by various economic parameters. Taking derivatives
of expressions m (21) and (22) with respect to p urlll show that
increasing aversion to intertemporal substitution magnifies
(reduces) each premium d rn is greater (less) than 1/2 (y- l)c?
(the mean (variance) effect i s dominant, in S u n ' s (1992)
terminology). Thus, given the means and vanances of the log
growth rates, unless the investor is sufficiently nsk averse, each
premium will increase with the degree of p.') Meanwhile,
9) Dunng the period 1889-1978, the mean and the standard deviahon of the
U S annual consumphon growth rates are 1 8% and 3 696, respechvely (see
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increasing either risk aversion or uncertainty (a mean-preservmg
spread) magnifies the last component of each premium and
reduces the rest. The overall effect on the magnitude is thus
ambiguous. As in Campbell (1986), if the term premium is
defined by the log of the ratio of the expected returns, all the
components other than the last one are disguised, and a s a
result, the effect would appear to be positive for both premia.lO)

4. A Production Economy
Let u s get into a three-date one-good production economy in
which the produchon technology is represented by a stochastic
c o n s t a n t - r e t u r n s - t o - s c a l e s o t h a t capital (or wealth) i s
accumulated by the following process.
kt+, = (kt - c,)

<,+,, for

t = 0,1,

(23)

where kt denotes capital at time t (k,is given) and St+,represents
the random productivity of capital
Suppose that the representative consumer maximizes the
objecbve function given in (4), subject to the constraint m (23).
Working backwards will give the opbmal consumption rule and
the value function at each time. Using these solubons and the
bond pricing equation in (9), Cho (1998) obtains the following
bond price formulas:

-

]-l.
8, s,, 8, = Af/(P-'), A, = (1 + 6l"-' $ , ( l - ~ ) / ~Again,
where fll
by setbng p equal to y in these equabons, one would obtain the
formulas under time-additive power expected utility.

Mehra and Prescott (1985)) These numbers translate Into rn = 0 0 17215 and
2 = 0 001250 In thls case, the cnbcal value of y is about 29
10) Each premium takes the form of A (X - Y) = A X - A Y Followmg the log
definition, the premium becomes In X- In Y
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4.1. Local Certainty and the Local Expectations Hypothesis

CIR (1981) suggest that in a risk averse production economy,
the local expectations hypothesis holds only if consumphon is
locally certain and the utility function is logarithmic (also see
Gilles and LeRoy (1986)). While using equations (24)-(26)(with
S1, s2, i l l , and 19, non-random) will verify this, it turns out that
the local certainty assumpbon alone is sufficient for the zero HP.
Hence. unlike CIR's continuous-time model, logarithmic utility is
not a necessary condition for the local expectations hypothesis
to hold under local certainty.
4.2. Identical Distributions and Term Premia

As before, let u s assume that the S, and S2 are identically
distributed. By this assumption, neither i2nor 8, (a function of
s2) is a random variable and so each term can be taken out of
the expectation operator. Eo, witha, written a s 8, i , . As a
result, the pricing formulas in (24)-(26)can be reduced a s
follows:

It is remarkable that contrasted with the result in the pure
exchange economy, the bond prices are now independent of the
intertemporal substitution parameter (p),and the discount factor
(4a s well. The discrepancy between the results in the two
economies is explained as follows: In the exchange economy
where the mean (variance) effect is dominant [rn > ( c ) 1/2 ( y l)$], higher p will lower (raise) the marginal uhlity of future
consumption, and thus the incentive to increase (decrease)
current consumption must decrease (increase) bond pnces and
increase (decrease) interest rates in order for the agent not to
consume more than his endowment. The higher 6 will also
increase bond prices and decrease interest rates (see Gilles and
LeRoy (1986), and Sun (1992)). Hence, p and 6 appear in the
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pricing formulas. In the production economy, higher p not only
i n c r e a s e s c u r r e n t c o n s u m p t i o n b u t also lowers f u t u r e
consumption by reducing current savings and t h u s future
wealth. As a result, t h e lower marginal utility of current
consumption, along with the higher marginal utility of future
consumption, will have a positive effect on bond pnces. On the
other hand, higher p also increases the future consumption rate
(A, increases with p), and thus will have a negative effect on
bond prices. It turns out that the two effects exactly cancel each
other out so that bond prices are independent of p. ") The impact
of changing 6 c a n be explained similarly. Hence, t h e
disappearance of p in the production economy illustrates
another case where disentangling intertemporal substitution
and risk aversion becomes totally irrelevant.12)Had the problem
been analyzed in the time-additive power expected utility, the
same bond price formulas would have been obtained. Put
differently, for the purpose of the present analysis, time-additive
expected power utllity bypasses its constramt of itself.
Using the lognormality assumptions on 8, and S2 will yield
closed-form formulas for interest rates and term premia a s well.
Comparative static analyses based on these formulas will
produce results consistent with those obtained in the exchange
economy except for those involving p and 6.13)

5. Summary and Conclusion
Using the non-expected recursive utility function of Epstein
and Zin (1989). this article h a s presented three-date general
11) This result may hold due to the constant returns to scale production
technology The two effects may not be offset exactly when other
assumptions (e g decreasmg returns to scale) are made
12) Cho (1992) shows that the equity premium is independent of mtertemporal
subsbtubon in a production economy In the observational irrelevancy case
of Kocherlakota (1990). asset prices still depend on intertemporal
substitubon in the second-order sense This can be seen m the bond price
formulas in secbon I1 of this paper Thus, the irrelevancy case here is tronger
than that of Kocherlakota (1990)
13) When produchon technology is concave and i i d over time, B e m g a and
Protopapadalus (1986) shows that the HP is positive in a complete market.
but not necessarily in an incomplete market if the utility function exhibits
decreasing risk aversion

.
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equilibrium term structure models in both exchange and
production economies. Each model explores implications of
separating intertemporal substitution and nsk aversion for the
sign and magnitude of the holding penod and rolling premia
Disentangling the two preference components proves to be
relevant in the follomng sense: In a pure exchange economy,
increasing aversion to intertemporal substitution magnifies
(reduces) each premium if t h e m e a n (variance) effect is
dominant. One would not obtain this result under the timeadditive power expected utility funcbon.
Whereas, t h e distinction between t h e two preference
components is irrelevant in a nsk averse production economy.
Assuming that the production technology exhibits constant
returns to scale and that distnbuhons of future productmty are
identical, it is shown that bond prices are independent of the
degree of intertemporal substitution (i.e., depend solely on nsk
aversion) and thus time-additwe expected ublity circumvents its
constraint of itself.
The models m this paper lead to some additional results which
differ from those predicted elsewhere: Under risk aversion, the
return-to-maturity expectations hypothesis can be sustained in
equilibrium. Moreover, in the risk averse production economy,
logarithmic utility is not required to obtain the local expectations
hypothesis under local certainty (compare to CIR (1981)).
Contrary to quick intuition, the effect of increasing risk aversion
or uncertainty on the magnitude of each premium is not
definitive in both exchange and production economies (compare
to Campbell (1986)).
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